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From the most trusted name in knitting comes another sure-fire success! Vogue Knitting Mittens &

Gloves will have knitters' fingers warm, cozy, and super-busy with more than 40 of the best designs

from the popular magazine. With everything from colorful mittens and funky fingerless mitts to

gloves with elegant style-and matching accessories, too-crafters of all levels will find the perfect fit!

Projects include:Mittens with Matching Juliet CapÂ  oÂ  Picot Edge GauntletsÂ  oÂ  Convertible

MittensÂ  oÂ  Felted Mittens with Pompom Trim (+ hat and scarf)Â  oÂ  Lace Panel GlovesÂ  oÂ 

Snowball MittensÂ  oÂ  And many more!
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This is a good reference with a lot of variety. One has been told not to judge a book by its cover.

That adage goes for this particular book. The mittens in popcorn stitch shown are not the best style

that could have been chosen to represent the book. There are some elegant opera gloves and

charming hand-warmers one can choose from as well as a "muff" if your taste runs to "whimsical" --

or as the book calls it "funky." One thing that the book does NOT tell you is that if you do not care

much for fancy embroidery or even fancy stitching -- such as cables and popcorns -- you can just

use the basic pattern and knit it "plain." If you like short-fingered gloves, you don't have to complete

the fingers either! That's what I have done with a "go-to" pattern of mine, which happens to be the

"Embroidered Gauntlets" by Nicky Epstein shown on page 75. I have made this pattern over and



over again and have never done the floral embroidery. The photography is done well. I have just

been re-scanning this volume and have decided that perhaps I'll try the style called "riding gloves" --

really a take on "driving gloves." That would have been a better style to put on the cover.

Good variety of patterns, many with long cuffs. Just what we all need when the weather is cold as

snow up the sleeve is to be avoided. Unusual patterns. Nice collection. Recommended for the

mitten knitter who is ready for different styles.

If I had seen this book at a store, I probably wouldn't have bought it. There are some beautiful

patterns in it, but they are all aimed at women, and are really about fashion with winter warmth as

an afterthought. If you like color and adventurous knitting, this is a good book, and many of the

patterns are truly lovely. I'm particularly fond of the heavily cabled patterns, and may well use them

someday. There are also several pairs of gloves--some of "opera" length--which are lovely. It just

wasn't what I needed in the immediate. But overall, it is a good book at a good price--particularly if

you can find one used in "very good" condition.

mitten and glove patterns previously published by vogue. if you're looking for something a little more

challenging, a little different, or show-stopper mittens, this book is for you.

I always enjoy Vogue publications. This is no different. Many different mitten patterns, welcome

glove patterns which seem to be difficult to find and I love the fingerless mitts section. This will find

use in my crafting room for years to come.

lovely workable knitting patterns for mittens and gloves for every taste. Lovely photographs,

excellent directions. Basic stitches reviewed and good explainations

I LOVE THE PICTURES IN THIS BOOK.....but find it hard to understand the directions. They are

too complicated and need to explain more for beginners to understand.

Knitting: 365 Days of Knitting: 365 Knitting Patterns for 365 Days (Knitting, Knitting Patterns, DIY

Knitting, Knitting Books, Knitting for Beginners, Knitting Stitches, Knitting Magazines, Crochet)

VogueÂ® Knitting Mittens & Gloves KNITTING: Knitting for Beginners - A Complete Step-By-Step

Guide To Knitting Like a Pro! + 7 Bonus Knitting Projects ( With Pictures! ) (knitting patterns, ...
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socks,crocheting for dummies patterns) Arm Knitting: 24 Simple and Popular Arm Knitting Patterns:

( Modern Crochet, Knitting Projects, Cochet Projects, DIY Projects, Crochet For Beginners, Crochet

... Tunisian Crochet,Make Money With Crochet)) Folk Knitting in Estonia (Folk Knitting series) How

to Knit: Beginners guide to Knitting: Introduction to knitting basics, photo-illustrated instructions and

easy to follow patterns. (How to Knit, the complete Miller Series Book 1) Crochet, Knitting, and

Sewing: The Ultimate Box Set on the Needle Arts and Fiber Arts: Learn Sewing, Embroidery,

Crochet, Knitting, Granny Squares and Afghans Puppet Play: 20 Puppet Projects Made with

Recycled Mittens, Towels, Socks, and More Sock and Glove: Creating Charming Softy Friends from

Cast-Off Socks and Gloves Rose Bush: Learn How To Grow A Rose Bush From A Bud, Bloom or

Beyond (: Rose bush, rose bush growing, rose bush ready to plant, rose bush cover, rose ... seeds,

rose bush seeds, rose bush gloves) From Good Hands to Boxing Gloves: The Dark Side of

Insurance Red Leather Gloves 35 Vintage Sweater Knitting Patterns from the 1940's - 1960's. Knit

Sweaters, Cardigans, and Jackets. Folk Bags (Folk Knitting series) Just Stitches: 70 Knitting Stitch

Patterns to Inspire Your Next Project (Tiger Road Crafts Book 4) Toe-Up 2-at-a-Time Socks: Yet

Another Revolution in Knitting Two at Once on One Circular Needle! Includes 15 New Sock Patterns

KNOTS: Your Complete Step By Step Guide To Knot, Knot Uses & Not Tying (Paracord, Craft

Business, Knot Tying, Fusion Knots, Knitting, Quilting, Sewing) Paracord for Beginners: Creative,

Crafty Paracord Projects & More (Paracord, Craft Business, Knot Tying, Fusion Knots, Knitting,

Quilting, Sewing) Elegant Tatting Patterns (Dover Knitting, Crochet, Tatting, Lace) Christmas Angels

and Other Tatting Patterns (Dover Knitting, Crochet, Tatting, Lace) 
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